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Colour card and finishes

Above printed colours have to be considered as a mere guide, for the real colours please ask Ponte Giulio the sample colour.
The blue colour codes refer to the “acrylic stone”, the star symbol refers to opal version.

G7 
Pale green

P8 
Dark lilac

R4 
Brillant red

R5 
Orange red

W3 
Alpine white

Y6 
Banana yellow

YB* 
Green yellow

C1 
Chrome

N1 
Satin

N2 
Bright

N4 
Opal colour

B8* 
Blue Sapphire

BC* 
Emerald

W4* 
Opal white

I6 
Light ivory

W9 
Artic white

W5 
Cream

T3 
Dark brown

T2 
Light brown

BA 
Sky blue

D5 
Pearl grey

I8 
Beige

I4 
Nut-brown

D7 
Black blackboard



For more than 40 years Ponte Giulio 
has been concentrating its activity in 
the bathroom, both private and public, 
and may nowadays offer a wide range 
of products and solutions. During the 
years Ponte Giulio became a leader 
manufacturer of safe and elegant 
bathroom articles.
Today Ponte Giulio exports its products 
in the most important world Markets 
and is engaged to supply quality and 
reliable bathroom solutions, thanks to 
the relevant investments carried on for 
research and development and enabling 
a constant product improvement and 
new possible solutions for the coming 
years, which are an intrinsic peculiary 
of the “Made in Italy”. 

www.pontegiulio.com
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Ponte Giulio’s Midioplan Collection is a 
complete programme made up of consoles, 
wash basins, shower trays and bathroom 
accessories offering  standard or customised 
solutions.
The Midioplan products are realized in 
acrylic stone and conceived to strictly 
combine an aesthetic design with an 
excellent functional performance and 
convenience.
In the Midioplan Colletion the raw 
material becomes the main player thanks 
to the design shape, colour and a style in 
accordance with the different needs.

Collection
Midioplan
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WHAT IS THE ACRYLIC STONE
 Fields of application
 The technical features
 The colour choice
 Instructions for maintenance and use

STANDARD, CUSTOM-TAILORED 
AND ON CUSTOMER’S DRAWING PRODUCTS
 Professional manufacture
 Custom-tailored solutions for every bathroom environment

BASINS, WASH BASINS, CONSOLES AND WASH BASIN TOPS

SHOWER TRAYS

PRODUCT LIST
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What is acrylic stone

Eco-friendly
Its mineral and acrylic resin composition, the low-consumption production 
process and “zero waste” machining give the material a high ecorating.

Uniform surface
The possible hidden joins give the impression of a single, solid block, 
even  where the machining and installation are particularly difficult or 
elaborated.

Hygienic
Acrylic stone is a non-toxic material which does not produce surfactants, 
and  has a non-porous surface with no visible joins. Ponte Giulio focuses 
on machining techniques avoiding sharp edges for an easy cleaning.

Long-lasting
The surface can be easily cleaned using water, a drop of detergent and a 
cloth. To remove any scratches, all you need is a “Scotch Brite” or similar 
sponge or a fine sandpaper.

High-resistant
Acrylic stone shows a very high resistance when exposed to most chemical 
agents, does not discolour when exposed to UV-rays and has an excellent 
mechanical strength.

Repairable
Deep scratches or serious damages resulting from improper use can be 
repaired, either on-site or at our factory.

Since the first appearing on 
the market in 1967 the acrylic 
stone has been constituting a 
real industrial revolution in the 
manufacture of kitchen and 
bathroom countertops, offering the 
same benefits of a natural stone 
without the typical defects and 
drawbacks of syntetic or semi-
synthetic materials. It enables the 
manufacture of different shapes and 
sizes and can be worked like wood.

The acrylic stone is a non-absorbent, non-porous solid surface 
composite material, belonging to the solid surface category. 
It is composed of roughly two thirds aluminium trioxide 
(proceeded from the bauxite) and one-third high quality 
acrylic resin, with the addition of small quantities of coloured 
pigments.  The peculiarity of acrylic stone is a long lasting life, 
capability of withstanding the rigours of daily use and it does 
not discolour when exposed to direct sunlight.  These qualities 
make acrylic stone the ideal solution for almost any indoor or 
outdoor application, offering a wide variety of shapes, sizes 
and colours.

The use of reproduced pictures from Page 4 to 7 has been authorized by “© Hi-Macs®”.
www.himacs.eu”
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The acrylic stone is an extremely flexible material which may be used in Furnishing Industry and Architectural Design in various sectors such 
as “Offices”, “Hospitality and Catering”, “Schools”, “Retail and Contract”, “Kitchen”, “Healthcare and Wellbeing”
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The colour generally gives a sharp 
imprint to all kind of manufactured 
articles. The acrylic stone, among other 
benefits, may offer an unlimited colour 
combination choice able to satisfy every 
taste and requirement. As a matter of 
fact some colours are more appropriate 
than others depending on the application 
field, need and use, therefore and for this 
reason Ponte Giulio presents only some 
collections in specific colours.

For the manufacture of its products Ponte Giulio employs high quality plates, which are guaranteed by the execution of 
tests on them, in compliance with the most strict Norms.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Property  Method Value
Hardness (Mohs)   EN101 da 2 a 3°
Hardness (Brinelli) DIN EN ISO 2039-1 257 N/mm2
Hardness (penna) ISO 15184 >9H
Non-fading (Xenon) DIN 53 387, 04-’89 better than 6
Scratch resistance DIN 68 861, part 4, 11-’82 4D
Anti slip resistance DIN 51130 R10
Water absorbtion DIN EN 438 Part 12 
 weigh  < 0.1%
 depth / thickness  < 0.1%
Mass resistivity EN 61340-5-1 non-conducting insulator
Thermal conductivity coefficient DIN EN 12664 0.636
Tensile strength DIN EN ISO 527 69.5
Temperature change resistance UNI 9429 no change
Bending modulus of elasticity DIN EN ISO 178 8900 MPa
Bending strength ASTM D638 70.1 MPa
Impact strength  
 Impactor E DIN EN 438, 02/02 Part 2/20 ≥ 25 N
 Ball drop (drop height) E DIN EN 438, 02/02 Part 2/21 ≤ 1500 mm.
Anti slip resistance GMG100 (replaces R9) > 0,32 - 0,9
Cigarette burns resistance DIN 68 861, Part 6, 11-’82 6C
Hygiene  Hygiene Certificate LGA Compliant

THE COLOUR

   Physical mechanical properties of the acrylic stone 
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The acrylic stone has a high resistance to the chemical 
agents and to the mechanical stress generally caused 
to  the articles during daily use in domestic and 
professional environments. Nevertheless this material 
needs a regular cleaning and maintenance. The use 
of simple precautions enables to maintain the products 
in perfect conditions. Being a non-porous material it 
does not absorb any liquid, so in case of light stains 
it is enough to clean with a cloth moistened with a 
household detegent, while the stubborn stains may be 
removed by means of a Scotch-Brite® scrab sponge 
moistened with an  abrasive creamy detergent.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAINTENANCE AND USE

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE REGULAR CLEANING, 
USE AND CARE OF THE ACRYLIC STONE

Daily care

Coffee, tea, lemon juice, vegetable oils,
shoe polish, ink

Grease residues, oil

Calcareous water, soap, mineral waters

Mercurochrome solution, blood, 
red wine, perfume

Nail polish

Iron or rust

Iodine or mold

Small scatches, sigarette burns

bleach 
detergent   

ammonia 
detergent  

acetone-free 
detergent 

discaling 
detergent 
or vinegar

Use of a 
soft cloth 
moistened 
with a mild 
detergent 

Use of a cloth
moistened 
with an 
abrasive 
creamy 
detergent

Use a moistened scrab sponge adding
Rinse with 
warm water 
and dry 
with soft cloth
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Standard, 
custom-tailored or 
custom-designed 
models

The Midioplan programme of shower trays, 
wash basins, consoles has been conceived 
for offering free choice of shapes, sizes and 
colours as well as custom-tailored models 
and even models realised upon specific 
customer design.
During the years Ponte Giulio has optimised 
its acrylic stone working processes and got 
to the ideal combination of CNC machine 
production and craftsmanship.

Deburring and milling 
by means of CNC machines

Production of semi-processed items 
by means of sheet thermoforming1

2
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Hand finishingAssembling and 
first manual control

Joining and fixing of the structures. 
Final check of aesthetic look, 
careful packaging and forwarding operations

43

5
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Tailored solutions 
for any kind of bathroom environment
Anyone of us, at least once in 
life, has been obliged to face the 
problem of restyling or planning 
a new bathroom. But a plumber 
or a designer are daily called 
to solve problems of space or 
technical constraints. To make our 

and their life easier, Ponte Giulio has designed a programme of 
articles in acrylic stone, enabling a sophisticated customisation of 
the shapes and sizes and offering a solution for almost all kind of 
problems.
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Hereunder are illustrated some bathroom 
restyling projects for both private and 
public envonments. For each one of them 
two main principles have been taken into 
consideration: no plumbing work and 
replacement of standard items with tailored 
articles, in order to optimize the room 

and make it livable. Links you may see the drawings of 
the bathrooms before the restyling where the sections 
“marked in red” point out the areas which would not be 
usable if standard items are installed and where heavy 
adjustment works should be executed.

Replacement of a shower tray 80x80 cm with one tailored 
in acrylic stone, and of a vitreous-China wash basin with an 
acrylic stone console.

Replacement of a corner shower tray 80x80 cm with one 
in acrylic stone tailored to the corner, and of a small wash 
basin with an acrylic stone console with countertop.

Replacement of a shower tray 90x90 cm with one in acrylic 
stone tailored to the available space, and of a small wash 
basin with an acrylic stone console with countertop.

Replacement of a bathtub 70x170 cm with a tailored 
shower tray in acrylic stone, and of a standard wash basin 
with an acrylic stone console with countertop.

Complete optimization of the bathroom space thanks to the 
replacement of a traditional shower tray with one in acrylic 
stone and the installation of a console instead of a small 
wash basin.

BEFORE AFTER
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BASINS
WASH BASINS

CONSOLES
WASH BASIN TOPS
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BASINS

B46ANM01 Countertop basin with top model LITE
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BASINS

B46CMM01
F47ANM02

Wash basin model SPACE
Shelf  line ROSS

The basin “Space” of  the Line “Ross” is the smallest 
one of  the “Midioplan” Collection.
While the basin is only white, the top maybe tailored in 
the different contrasting colours.

<
<
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BASINS 

The Line “Ross” foresees basins in reduced sizes suitable for small 
environments or simply for saving space. The model for corner instal-
lation is particularly fit for this purpose.

If  more space is available the size 600 mm offers the 
addition of  a small top surface both sides of  the basin.

B46CMM06
F47ANM02

B46CMM07 Wash basin model SPACE 
Wash basin model SPACE
Shelf  line ROSS

>

<
<
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BASINS 

B46CUM06 Countertop basin model SLIDE, on top F47ANM08> >

CUSTOM-TAILORED
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BASINS

“Deep” basin has wide sizes and square shape, it is equipped with 
manhole drain with cover tile.
Available in white colour only.

B46CMM13 Countertop basin model DEEP, on top F47ANM08> >
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BASINS

“Cuboluce” is a small size basin in square shape, 
housing a soft light lamp. It is realized in translucent 
acrylic stone, available in four different colours: Blue 
Sapphire, Emerald, Opal White and Green Yellow

B46CMM10
B46CMM11

Wash basin model CUBO
Wash basin in translucent acrylic stone, equipped with LED lighting model CUBO>

<
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BASINS

B46CUM01 Countertop basin model SWEET> >
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BASINS

“Cubo” is a solid standing wash basin with minimal square 
shape, designed for installation along the wall or free-standing.

B46CUM05
B46CUM08

Standing wash basin, standard version model CUBO
Standing wash basin in translucent acrylic stone, equipped with LED lighting model CUBO

>

>

A model with inside lighting system, in translucent acrylic 
stone  is available. Choice of  four colours.
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BASINS

B46CUM02 Standing wash basin model NATALIE> >
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BASINS

“Roll” is proposed only as basin and possible installation of  water mixer on the 
basin body. This article may be installed along the wall or free-standing and 
tailored in the available colours.

B46CUM03
B46CUM04

Standing wash basin with hole for water mixer model ROLL
Standing wash basin without hole for water mixer model ROLL

>

>
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WASH BASINS

“Keilos” is an elegant wash basin combining the body 
square shape with the waviness of  the front panel. The 
wash basin body is only white, while the front panel 
may be realised in the available colours.

B46CMM15 Wash basin model KEILOS> >
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B46CMM12 Wash basin

>
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TOP SIZES BASIN SIZES

BASIN POSITIONS ON THE TOP SIZES AND LOCATION OF CUTS FOR TOWEL HOLDING

>
>

>
>

“Quarantacinquegradi” (fortyfive degrees) is more than 
a wash basin, it is a range of solutions allowing a wide 
customisation. Aesthetically this wash basin has a font 
bended top integrating a cutted section to be used as towel 
holder. 

The top is only in white, while the basin may be produced in 
the available colours. The tailored executions are detailed 
hereunder.

centered in the front

in the topright

double basin

left

CUSTOM-TAILORED

WASH BASINS

sizes in millimeters
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CONSOLES

“Pool” is a console, available also with front legs, characterized 
by a Design  playing on the square shape of  the body and 
the peculiar shape of  the basin: a refined geometric unique 
combination.

The wash basin body can be tailored in the different available 
colours, while the basin is only white.

B46CNM07
B46CNM08

Console with stainless steel front legs model POOL
Hanging console model POOL

>

<
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CONSOLES

“Flat” is a console characterised by the combination of  the built-
in basin in one single piece and a steel structure having a double 
function:  supporting frame and towel holder. The style is unique and 
really appealing. The basin top is only in white, the structure may be 
in mirror polished stainless steel or epoxy powder painted on request.

F46ANM01C1 Under wash basin shelf

B46CNL07D8 Console with painted steel structure, left version, model FLAT>

F46ANM01D8Under wash basin shelf>

B46CNL07C1 Console with bright stainless steel structure, left version, model FLAT<
<
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CONSOLES

The console of  Line “Ross” is a combination of  classic 
style and technical modern material, such as the acrylic 
stone. While the basin is only white, the top may be 
tailored in the different contrasting colours.

B46CMM05
F47ANM07

Console (LxDxH) 900x550x147 mm line ROSS
Under wash basin shelf  line ROSS

<
<
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WASH BASIN TOPS

“Novantagradi” (ninty degrees) is more than a wash basin, it 
is a range of  solutions allowing a wide customisation. 

Aesthetically this wash basin has a top having straight edges 
and orthogonal tops. The tailored executions are detailed 
hereunder.

B46TLM95 Console line NOVANTAGRADI<
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>
>

>
>

centered

flat bottom

asymmetrically inclined bottom 
to one corner

right

double basin

left

CUSTOM-TAILORED

sizes in millimeters
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WASH BASIN TOPS

The wash basin top “Press” is an alternative to the 
“Novantagradi” (ninty degrees) and offers a range of  
solutions allowing a wide customisation. 

Aesthetically this wash basin has a top having rounded edges 
and orthogonal tops, equipped with oval or rectangular basins 
with rounded edges. The tailored executions are detailed 
hereunder.
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BASIN POSITIONS LOCATION OF THE WATER MIXER HOLE

>
> >

>

CUSTOM-TAILORED

B46TLM95 Wash basin top Line PRESS<

centered central left right

right

double basin

left

sizes in millimeters
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WASH BASIN TOPS

B46TLM92 Console model PRESS<

CUSTOM-TAILORED
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WASH BASIN TOPS

B46TLM61 Console line PRESS

B46TLM35W3 Console line FORM

>

>

CUSTOM-TAILORED
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WASH BASIN TOPS

B46TLM01 (LxHxD) 800x180x550 mm
B46TLM02 (LxHxD) 1000x180x550 mm
B46TLM03 (LxHxD) 1200x180x550 mm

B46TTL16 (LxHxD) 1200x180x550 mm
B46TTL17 (LxHxD) 1400x180x550 mm

B46TLR04 / B46TLL04 (LxHxD) 1300x180x550 mm

The wash basin top “Form” offers a range of  solutions allowing a wide 
customisation. Aesthetically this wash basin has a top having rounded 
edges and orthogonal tops, equipped with oval or rectangular basins 
with rounded edges.

SHAPED WASH BASIN TOP WITH ASYMMETRIC SURFACE 

SHAPED WASH BASIN TOP WITH CANTILEVER BASIN

SHAPED WASH BASIN TOP WITH ASYMMETRIC SURFACE 

SHAPED WASH BASIN TOP

CUSTOM-TAILORED

B46TLM83  (LxHxD) 800x180x550 mm
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SHOWER TRAYS
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SHOWER TRAYS

The Ponte Giulio programme of  shower trays in acrylic stone offers a wide 
variety of  tailored shapes and sizes, enabling a solution for each kind of  
installation need. A large choice of  colours allows to create elegant and 
appealing environments.

B46CPM95 Shower tray line MATERIA

>

CUSTOM-TAILORED
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SHOWER TRAYS
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SHOWER TRAYS

The decision of  installing a flat-to-floor or classic raised shower tray 
may be based upon aesthetic or technical reasons, therefore Ponte 
Giulio has created shower trays which may be free installed according 
to the single different needs.

SHOWER TRAY INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

>

Installation over the floor level

Semi-recessed installation

Flush-to-floor installation
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SHOWER TRAYS

One of  the most important step in a shower 
tray installation is for sure the choice of  
the type of  drain. The Ponte Giulio range 
foresees a rich assortment: from the 
traditional waste with syphon and cover 
plate, in chrome or in the same material of  
the tray, up to the manhole drain system to 
hide the waste hole with cover tile in acrylic 
stone or stainless steel.

H52HAS12 Traditional shower drain, chrome

H52HAS18 Shower manhole drain system in stainless steel

H52HAM19 Flush-to-tray drain, acrylic stone finish

H52HAM01 Shower manhole drain system in acrylic stone

H52HAS06 Flush-to-tray drain, chrome finish

B46CPM51 Shower tray model QUADRO

>
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SPECIAL SHOWER TRAYS

800

800

900 1000 1300

900

7 slats

3 slats

8 slats

4 slats

9 slats

5 slats

12 slats

8 slats
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SHOWER TRAY LAYOUT

>
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75

75

75

SIZES OF THE SIDE RIMS

>

Ponte Giulio shower tray Model Plank with slats is a special 
version with a selected choice of  sizes and slat composing 
the tray. The available models are indicated hereunder.

B46CPM49 Shower tray with slats model PLANK<

sizes in millimeters
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SPECIAL SHOWER TRAYS

B46CPM50 Square shower tray with well drain. Sizes (mm) (LxHxD) 900x70x900 (LxHxD) 900x70x900  model QUADRO

CUSTOM-TAILORED

>
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SPECIAL SHOWER TRAYS

B46CPM01 Rectangular shower tray with grid drain. Sizes (mm) (LxHxD) 1200x70x800

120

120

120

600

40
750

1200

>

SIZES OF SIDE RIMS AND GRID

>
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SPECIAL SHOWER TRAYS

120

120

120

600

40
750

1200 Maximum sizes 
(millimeters)

120

120

120

600

40
750

1200

Minimum sizes 
(millimeters)

B46CPM51 Round shower tray with manhole drain model ROUND

CUSTOM-TAILORED

>

SIZES

>
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PRODUCTS
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Countertop basin

B46CUM07 [LxDxH] 1400x400x120 mm

Basin

B46CMM07 [LxDxH] 600x430x147 mm

Countertop basin with removable top

B46CUM06 [LxDxH] 600x500x200 mm

Basin 

B46CMM10 [LxDxH] 378x378x360 mm
B46CMM11[LxDxH] 378x378x360 mm

Standing basin

B46CUM05 [LxDxH] 378x378x830 mm
B46CUM08 [LxDxH] 378x378x830 mm

Standing basin 

B46CUM03 [LxDxH] 430X430X865 mm
B46CUM04 [LxDxH] 430X430X865 mm

Wash basin

B46CMM15 [LxDxH] 750x350x140 mm

Wash basin 

B46CMM20 [LxDxH] 700x560x110 mm

Basin

B46CMM01 [LxDxH] 350x430x140 mm

Corner basin

B46CMM06 [LxDxH] 564x480x134 mm

Counter top basin

B46CMM14 [LxDxH] 700x345x140 mm
B46CMM13 [LxDxH] 700x350x230 mm

Countertop oval basin

B46CUM01 [LxDxH] 745x445x140 mm

Standing oval basin

B46CUM02 [LxDxH] 740x450x830 mm

Basin with top shelf

B46ANM01 [LxDxH] 900X440x465 mm
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CUSTOM-TAILORED
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Console 

B46CNM08 [LxDxH] 1100x550x120 mm

Console

B46CNR07 [LxDxH] 920x520x209 mm
B46CNL07 [LxDxH] 920x520x209 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLM48 [LxDxH] 1600x550x120 mm

Wash basin top  

B46CNM23 [LxDxH] 1200x500x200 mm
B46CNM24 [LxDxH] 1500x500x200 mm
B46CNM25 [LxDxH] 1800x500x200 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLM61 [LxDxH] 1500x550x120 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLR88 [LxDxH] 1000x500/550/600x180 mm
B46TLR89 [LxDxH] 1200x500/550/600x180 mm
B46TLL88 [LxDxH] 1000x500/550/600x180 mm
B46TLL89 [LxDxH] 1200x500/550/600x180 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLR91 [LxDxH] 1000x550x120 mm
B46TLR92 [LxDxH] 1200x550x120 mm
B46TLL91 [LxDxH] 1000x550x120 mm
B46TLL92 [LxDxH] 1200x550x120 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLM83 [LxDxH]   800x500x180 mm
B46TLM84 [LxDxH] 1000x500x180 mm
B46TLM85 [LxDxH] 1200x500x180 mm
B46TLM86 [LxDxH] 1400x500x180 mm
B46TLM87 [LxDxH] 1600x500x180 mm

Console with front legs

B46CNM07 [LxDxH] 1100x550x860 mm

Console

B46CMM05 [LxDxH] 900x550x147 mm
B46CMM04 [LxDxH] 700x550x147 mm
B46CMM03 [LxDxH] 600x550x147 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLM45 [LxDxH] 1000X500X120 mm
B46TLM46 [LxDxH] 1100X500X120 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLM58 [LxDxH] 1200x550x120 mm
B46TLM59 [LxDxH] 1200x550x120 mm
B46TLM60 [LxDxH] 1200x550x120 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLM90 [LxDxH] 900x550x120 mm
B46TLM91 [LxDxH] 1000x550x120 mm
B46TLM92 [LxDxH] 1200x550x120 mm
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CUSTOM-TAILORED CUSTOM-TAILORED

CUSTOM-TAILORED

Wash basin top

B46TLM33 [LxDxH]   800x500/550/600x180 mm
B46TLM34 [LxDxH] 1000x500/550/600x180 mm
B46TLM35 [LxDxH] 1200x500/550/600x180 mm
B46TLM36 [LxDxH] 1400x500/550/600x180 mm

A

550

B350
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Basin

B46TLR04 [LxDxH] 1300x550x180 mm
B46TLL04 [LxDxH] 1300x550x180 mm

Tailored shower tray

B46CPM95 [LxDxH] a richiesta

Round shower tray with well drain 

B46CPM51 [LxDxH] 900X900x70 mm

Wash basin top

B46TLM01 [LxDxH] 800x550x180 mm
B46TLM02 [LxDxH] 1000x550x180 mm
B46TLM03 [LxDxH] 1200x550x180 mm

Square shower tray with well drain 

B46CPM50 [LxDxH] 900x900x70 mm

Shower tray with grid drain 

B46CPM01 [LxDxH] 1200x800x600 mm
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Shower tray with slats

B46CPM49 [LxDxH] 1300x900x72 mm
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Wash basin top

B46TLM11 [LxDxH] 1000x550x120 mm
B46TLM12 [LxDxH] 1000x550x120 mm
B46TLM13 [LxDxH] 1000x550x120 mm
B46TLM14 [LxDxH] 1000x550x120 mm
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Ecology 

The catalogue has been produced in an environmentally responsible way, avoiding, as much as 
possible, the use of substances that may be hazardous for the health and the environment. We ask 
you to recycle it at the end of its life or when you do not need it anymore.

Formal Notice 

The information and technical data shown in this catalogue, even if carefully checked and studied, 
can not be considered binding and Ponte Giulio reserves the right to execute all technical product 
modification deemed necessary to improve them.
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